
ECON4271 - Distributive Justice and Economic Inequality

Lecture 1 - 20-01-15 by P.Piacquadio

Overview of the course.

Economics: pure science or moral science?

The `scienti�cation' of economics ...has led to a separation of
economics from its ethical roots. The `mainstream economics' of
the 20th century fully accepts this separation. Economic theory
is seen as a positive science which has to analyse and to explain
the mechanisms of economic processes. ... Important as ethical
valuations (`ought'-statements) may be, they should not form part
of the economist's research programme. (Rothschild, Kurt W. (1993)
"Ethics and economic theory." Books: Edward Elgar, p. 16)

Most economists today ...would agree that the claim of an eco-
nomic theory free from values is essential in establishing the scien-
ti�c nature of the discipline. A positive, value-free economics, in
the sense of not relying on any particular set of value judgements or
on any philosophical or psychological framework, is generally seen
as ideal. This approach has crucially in�uenced important branches
of economics such as microeconomic theory. (Drakopoulos, S. A.
(1997). �Origins and development of the trend toward value-free
economics� Cambridge University Press, p. 286)

Economics deals with ascertainable facts; ethics with valuations
and obligations. The two �elds of enquiry are not on the same plane
of discourse. (Robbins L., An Essay on the Nature and Signi�cance
of Economic Science , 1932, p. 132)

As against Robbins, Economics is essentially a moral science.
That is to say, it employs introspection and judgement of value.
(Lord Keynes, writing to Sir Roy Harrod, 4 July 1938)

Robbins is undoubtedly correct. . . . ethical conclusions cannot
be derived in the same way that scienti�c hypotheses are inferred or
veri�ed. But it is not valid to conclude from this that there is no
room [for] `welfare economics'. It is a legitimate exercise of economic
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analysis to examine the consequences of various value judgments.
(Samuelson P. (1947) The Foundations of Economic Analysis, Har-
vard University Press, p. 220)

• Read �Why economics needs ethical theory� by John Broome; for the
Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science. Read
also �Economics as a Moral Science� by Tony Atkinson (2009, Economica,
76:791-804).

Welfare approaches.

• Utilitarianism!

• Bentham (1748-1832); English philosopher and jurist. �An introduction
to the principles of morals and legislation� 1789

� consequentialism: acts should be judged strictly by their e�ects on
individuals, rather than by some other intrinsic merit or demerit of
those acts.

� socially approve/disapprove collective decisions based on the total
amount of pain or pleasure these bring. �Felici�c calculus�.

� Already J. S. Mill (1806-1873) corrected this hedonistic view and sug-
gested to interpret utilitarianism as to promote the largest happiness
for the largest number of people.

• Discuss example of utilitarianism in 1 dimension (show marginal utilities
of wealth such that A gets more than B)

� stress equal weights as source of equitability!

� Stress inequality neutrality...

• �Of two people having unequal fortunes, he who has most wealth must by
a legislator be regarded as having most happiness. But the quantity of
happiness will not go on increasing in anything near the same proportion
as the quantity of wealth: ten thousand times the quantity of wealth will
not bring with it ten thousand times the quantity of happiness. It will even
be matter of doubt, whether ten thousand times the wealth will in general
bring with it twice the happiness. The e�ect of wealth in the production
of happiness goes on diminishing, as the quantity by which the wealth
of one man exceeds that of another goes on increasing: In other words,
the quantity of happiness produced by a particle of wealth (each particle
being of the same magnitude) will be less at every particle; the second
will produce less than the �rst, the third than the second, and so on.�
Bentham

• Comparability based on assigned resources (wealth)!

• Principle of decreasing marginal utilities!
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Extract from Piacquadio (2016):

An economist analyses an economic model with two (equally-sized types of)
individuals, A and B. Individuals have preferences over consumption c and
leisure (1− l), where l denotes working time as a fraction of available time.
Individuals' utilities are:

uA ≡ (cA)
α
(1− lA)1−α ; uB ≡ (cB)

β
(1− lB)1−β ;

with α, β ∈ (0, 1). The standard utilitarian criterion is W ≡ uA + uB .
The economist asks two data analysts, Dana and Terrence, to (i) estimate

the parameters α and β from individual data and (ii) apply the criterion W to
compute some optimal policy (which we leave unspeci�ed). Dana and Terrence

agree on their estimated utility parameters: α̂ = 2
3 and β̂ = 1

3 . Surprisingly,
however, the optimal policies signi�cantly di�er.

The reason is soon discovered. Dana used consumption data in dollars,
say cD; while Terrence used consumption data in thousands of dollars, say cT . It

follows that Dana measures A's utility by uDA =
(
cDA

) 2
3 (1− lA)

1
3 , while Terrence

by uTA =
(
cTA

) 2
3 (1− lA)

1
3 . Since uDA is an order preserving transformation of

uTA, i.e. u
D
A = (1000)

2
3 uTA, both functions represent the same preferences. This

explains the same estimates of α and, by a similar argument, of β.
The welfare criterion applied by Dana is then WD ≡ uDA + uDB ; the one

applied by Terrence is WT ≡ uTA + uTB . Substituting Terrence's utilities uTA and

uTB in Dana's welfare criterion gives WD = (1000)
2
3 uTA + (1000)

1
3 uTB . As the

�welfare weights� (1000)
2
3 and (1000)

1
3 are di�erent, the criterionWD represents

di�erent social preferences than WT . Taking the ratio of these welfare weights,
one discovers that WD attaches 10 times more importance to the well-being of
individual A than WT . No wonder that the optimal policies di�er!

This puzzle highlights a �rst di�culty with utilitarian practice. Utilities uA
and uB are not accurately de�ned: the unit of measurement of commodities is
left unspeci�ed. This information is necessary for interpersonal comparability of
well-beings and is crucial for a meaningful use of W . Moreover, as interpersonal
comparability is an ethical choice, it should not be left to the data analysts.

By highlighting this problem, however, we only scratched the surface of a
deeper issue: the implementation of a �utility-based� approach to utilitarianism.
When formalizing the criterion W , the economist defends a speci�c way to
(i) cardinally measure and (ii) interpersonally compare individual well-beings.
In the following, we �rst criticize the economist's criterion W (keeping aside
the mentioned issue with the unit of measurement). We then illustrate how
our approach endogenously derives cardinally measurable and interpersonally
comparable representations of preferences.

To compare the allocations �rst-ranked by the di�erent criteria, we close our
model of the economy with the following technology. Output y cannot exceed a
linear function of total labor time: y ≤ 27 (lA + lB). Individuals have no initial
consumption and have available 1 unit of time; let α = 2

3 and β = 1
3 . At the
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Walrasian equilibrium, A is assigned the bundle
(
18, 13

)
, while B is assigned(

9, 23
)
. Individuals' preferences are re�ected in the equilibrium assignment: A

consumes more of the output, but enjoys less leisure; B consumes less of the
output, but enjoys more leisure. This assignment is particularly �egalitarian� as
each individual is assigned her most preferred bundle from the same budget set.
In particular, this allocation satis�es: Pareto optimality, i.e. it is not possible
to make someone better o� without making someone else worse o�; and envy
freeness, i.e. each individual is at least as well o� at her assignment as at the
assignment of anyone else.

For this economy, the criterion W would assign consumption and leisure
di�erently. It would optimally assign the bundle

(
36, 23

)
to individual A and

the bundle (0, 0) to individual B. This means that B should work full-time for
the bene�t of A, who can enjoy all output. This recommendation is di�cult to
accept.

• Utility possibility frontier; utilitarianism, maximin, inequality aversion.

• Interpersonal comparability and cardinal measurability.
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